Success Story

“People dig the new PeopleFinder. It's always
nice to add cool stuff to the portal that gets
people seeking you out to say nice work.”

Traditional enterprise directory searches
One of the world’s top 10 technology companies has a banner that
is included in every standard page on its intranet. This ensures that
employees have immediate access to the standard facilities offered by
the intranet portal. Until recently, the company’s “PeopleFinder” search
consisted of a static entry field in the portal header. Users typed all or part of an
employee’s name and pressed <Enter> to start a search.
Depending on the load on the company’s servers, after doing a search for “smith” the
subsequent page reload would take anywhere from 5 seconds to minutes. Doing a search
for “john” could take over three minutes, partly because the results page listed every match,
potentially into the thousands. If the user misspelled a name,
a page would load saying, “no results found” and the user
would have to try again. With over 100,000 searches a day,
considerable time was lost just finding phone numbers and
email addresses.
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What is a QuestField?
With QuestObjects, a powerful new ultrathin smart client/server technology that has
the potential to revolutionize data retrieval
over the Internet, users of browser-based
applications have direct, instantaneous and
continuous access to enterprise data stored
on remote servers, enabling them to find
and process critical information much faster
and more accurately than any web
technology currently available.
Each QuestField on a web page is, in effect,
a miniature, stand-alone client/server
application capable of initiating highly
optimized sessions with a database on a
remote server. QuestFields leverage the
textual nature of web applications by
sending and retrieving short bursts of
string-based data that give users immediate
feedback, without the need to click on a
submit button or leave the current page.

The QuestObjects-Enhanced PeopleFinder
MasterObjects had the solution. With the PeopleFinder
QuestField, each intranet user can now type in some of
the first or last name, or some of each, then choose from results in a drop down area that
appears immediately, as he or she is typing. Or, a user can type in just enough of the name
for the autocomplete to finish with the correct name. Double-clicking a name from
the drop down or hitting <Enter> for the autocompleted name takes a user directly
PeopleFinder QuestField Saves Millions
to the appropriate directory page.
A post-implementation user survey found that 97% of
users found the PeopleFinder QuestField to be
In most cases, a user using the company’s PeopleFinder simply wants to contact
“very useful” or “useful”. Typical comments were:
someone. With the PeopleFinder QuestField’s rich data drop down, the user can
“Very efficient and fast”, “More convenient and friendly”,
immediately see the person’s phone number or can click on an envelope icon to
and “It’s awesome”. The project team even earned high
start an email message, without ever leaving the current intranet page.
praise from some hard-to-please executives. According
to customer calculations, the PeopleFinder QuestField
Improved performance and efficiency
saves the company over 3 million dollars every year!
The QuestField achieves considerably higher performance because it receives and
displays limited result batches from the QuestObjects Enterprise Server: Only what
MasterObjects has patented QuestObjects in
the user sees is transmitted over the network. Because of this, performance is excellent even
the U.S. and other countries. The company
when showing result sets containing thousands of records! The QuestField not only allows
now focuses on creating business value for
faster retrieval, it also immediately shows typing mistakes. Rather than loading a page
its customers by delivering QuestFields that
saying, “no results found”, the user can just backspace and correct the spelling.
improve the ease-of-use and efficiency of
user interaction with networked
Due to the performance of the distributed directory servers, very general queries, such as
applications.
“rob”, may take several seconds the first time a user types them. Anybody who queries
“rob” afterwards will receive immediate feedback because the QuestObjects Enterprise Server
MasterObjects, Inc.
intelligently caches result sets in memory.
Smooth integration
To use the new PeopleFinder QuestField, the company did not need to make any changes
whatsoever to their current directory search application. A small team conducted usability
and QA testing and put the QuestField into production in a matter of weeks, completing the
project on time and under budget. The project lead was very pleased. “MasterObjects has
been a capable and responsive partner and has delivered on its promises.”
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